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Introduction

Both O2 and H 20 molecules are a major constituent which critically

controls the infrared radiative transfer in the telluric atmosphere.

Their absorption bands are distributed over a wide spectral range,

extending from the far end of the infrared region to the near end. They

have been extensively studied since infrared spectroscopy technology

came into existence. Nonetheless, these studies did not provide complete

knowledge of the infrared absorption of these two molecules. In particular,

our understanding of their absorption at high temperature was rather

incomplete. The bands observable at room temperature are restricted to

those transitions which originate from a lower state of a relatively small

excitation energy, typically from a vibrational-rotational energy bellow

-1
2000 cm Transitions would be weak at room temperature if their lowtr

states are insufficiently populated at that temperature. They cannot br

studied well even if an extremely long absorption path is formed for their

measurement. They are for most cases difficult to observe at room

temperature, no matter how long the absorption path is extended. They are

the transitions which originate from a lower state of high vibrational-

rotational energy. They become observable when the gas temperature is

raised to increase their population density to a sufficient level. These

transit ions, generally referred to as the hot bands, were poorly known

because very few studies were oondue'.&td on them. Various experimental

'lties involved in the spect rom'opic measurement of heated ar
", •..I[' iLlU I (AFSC)

lrnd is
" -12 (7b).

.. [ ~ ~ 3 :. - , o )ff'icer



imposed a major obstacle for pursuing the study of the hot bands. The

original AFGL compilation of the atmospheric line parameters was assembled

primarily for applications intended to room temperature calculation. The

basic line data were derived from the room temperature data. Consequently,

the accuracy which the data provided was unsuitable for the spectral

synthesis calculation for high temperature. The line parameters compled

for the hot bands of these molecules do not provide an accuracy sufficient

for their extrapolation to high tempe- -ure. The present experimental

study was intended to solve this difficulty by measuring the absorDtion of

.hese molecules at elevated temperature and to improve their line parameters

.o such a level that they can produce a satisfactory result for the spectral

synthesis at high temperatures.

The excitation which occurs in a heated gas maintains a thermal

equilibrium to the molecular system; a population increase at various

energy levels is controlled by the Boltzmann factor e-E"/kT where E" is

the vibrational-rotational energy of the state in question. There would be

no preferential excitations among various vibrational levels. If two states

which belong to two different vibrational states have a similar energy,

F F" , both states are excited at an equal rate. A marked increase in

hlie observable transitions consequently occurs along two directicis as

temperature of the molecular system is increased; there is a marked increase

in observable vibrational transitions as well as in rotational transitions

within the vibrational transition. The spectral structure consequently

adds a complexity as the temperature is raised.

An increased complexity in the spectra imposes two problems: one for

the :snectral resolution requirement., and another for identification of the



spectral transition. The spectra must be observed with a spectral resoluliAr.

of a highest degree possible. Otherwise, many transitions cannot be

resolved. Their observable spectral range broadens as more rotational

lines are excited within the vibration band. The problem of spectrometry

is, for our case, adequately solved by use of the technique of Fourier

spectroscopy. The second problem concerning identification of the observed

spectral transition was found more formidable than expected. With

anticipated difficulty for the identification effort, the spectral data

were taken at a temperature step of 2000 K, i.e., at 6000 K and at 8000 K. Wo

hoped to follow the excitation of the hot bands in the data taken at these

temperatures. For the H2 0 data, the temperature step taken was adequate,

while it was found rather inadequate for the CO2 data. An increase of the

observable CO. lines from 600'K to 8000 K was overwhelming; at 6000 K we were

22able to make the assignment of the observed CD21lines without encountering

serious difficulty, while at 8000 K the assignment is incomplete even with

an automated Loomis-Wood diagran technique which we developed for the

purpose of simplifying the identification problem. A detailed description

of the 800 0K CO2 data analysis is given later in this report.

Our work performed under this grant may be divided into three

c'ategories. The first category, which occupied the first phase of our

effort., was to design and to construct the absorption cell which could be

operated at elevated temperature. The instrumentation problem we faced

during this phase was a question of the stability in the optical path at,

high temperature operation. With the nreviously acquired knowledge that

the White cell configuration was totally inadequate for high temperature

operation, we adopted the Pfund cell configuration, which worked very



well. The multipass optical system was found difficult to make work at

high temperature. It worked within a limited temperature range even with

the Pfund cell arrangement. The mirror surface coated with Rh film was

adequate for the measurement at 600 0K and 8000 K. It was found quickly

deteriorating as the temperature was raised above 10000 K. A single-pass

optical configuration which requires no mirror optics seems the only

arrangement which promises a successful operation at temperature above

1000°K. The work on the hot cell was published in Applied Optics. The

description of the hot cell work given in this report is actually the

published paper.

In parallel with the construction effort for the hot cell, our effort

for reassembling the AFGL interferometer was progressed. Upon completion

of the interforometer work the second category of our work, the data

measurements, comm.enced during the summer of 3979. The absorption data

of both gases were taken at two temperatures, 600'K and 800'K, over a

period of approximately ten months. The data were obtained in the spectral

range between 1600 % 2500 cm- because of a limitation imposed by the GeAu

detectcrs which we used for the experiment.

The third category of our work concerned the analysis of the data.

Our effort for the CO2 data taken at 600
0 K began in the fall of 1979. As

mentioned earlier, our analysis effort went smoothly without encountering

serious nroblems. More than 90 of the observed CO lines in 2200 ) 2400 cm 1

wert : signed For the vibrational-rotational transi, Uion. When tho ,nalVsis

wa.s swit ched to the C0, data taken al '1003K, the s it ri't ion was ",)und rat her

different from what we anticipated from the 600°K do ta ariaysi.. Aporoxi -

mately 755 of the C0) lines obsrved at this temperatur,, were ats-.sigrned for

their transitions.



The analysis of the CO data reconfirmed our notion that was

previously held without a firm supporting evidence. A high accuracy in

measurement of the line position provides practically nothing to effect

an extrapolatirn of the rotational transition to those having a higher

J value. The vibrational-rotational transitions of a linear polyatomi-

molecule can be given in the simple expression:

u(J) = G + B' J'(J'+l) - D'[J'(J'+l)]
2 + H'[J'(J'+l)]

3

- B" J"(J"+l ) + D"["'J"+l)] H"[J"(J"+l)] 3

It was found that the parameters, B, D, and H, determined from the

measurement had a meaningful accuracy only within the measured transition

range. They were by no means effective to predict the transitions outside

the range. We found that those parameters determined from the data

between P(50) to R(50) with dn excellent accuracy could predict P(60) to

R(60) lines with a disappointing accuracy.

The intensity of the CO2 lines observed in the data are not determined

at the moment. Tn complex spectral data as ours, a very few observed lines

are composed of a single line transition. In dealing with the complex data

we must determine the individual line intensity simultaneously for multi-

line comuonents. The assignment of the exact position for the component

lines plays a crucial importance in the effort. Because of this reason,

the identification of all transitions observed in the data takes a prime

importance for the data analysis. We need an extended effort for the

transition assignment.

The H 20 data contrasted in many ways from the CO2 data. The H2 0

Ml.,cn le is an ,,oiymme,ri- .t' ruto;', the rotational lines are distributed

n a marner not -s t;inol ,s a lint:ir molecule. Its vibrational frequencies

u'c1:n hO ,f ' . von thoug.h tilt 11,0 spectrtm oitains



far less lines than the CO02 spectrum, its structure is far more compex

than the latter. Nonetheless, our analysis efforl went well. The identi-

fication of the transition, as well as the intensity were determined using

the 800 0 K data.

The obtained results are separately discussed below, one for the CC)

work and another for the H 20. Mark Espldn carried out the CO, work for

his Ph.D. research. The H2O work was done by Hajime Sakai. The compute -

lional effort involved in the data analysis was assisted by Shui-Hua Li.

B3oh the CO and . data measurements were taken by Mark Esplin and
2

William Dalton.

The report consists of three independent parts: the work on the high

temperature absorption cell published in Applied Optics, the analysis of

the CO 2 data taken at 8000 K, and that of the H2 0 data taken at the same

temperature. The second part is a brief summary of the dissertation that

Mark Esplin will complete in the near future. The third part is a pre-

print of a paper to be published.

Throughout the entire grant period, we made four prenentaiions at

rrofessional meetings: two papers at the Syinposium on Molecular Specitrr.;-

copy held at the Ohio State University, one at the HIRAD meeting held at

the National Bureau of Standards, and one at the OSA Poiical ,Meetintg tn

Spectroscopy in Support of Atmospheric Measurement.
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Absorption cell for the infrared spectroscopy of heated gas

William S. Dalton and Hajime Sakai

A Pfund-type absorption cell that exhibits extreme stabilitv at high temperature ha- been c,,n,1rk: t,'

use with high-r-solution Fourier spectroscopy. The cell is currentlv used to measure the a -rp ItIi iw,
of '., and H20 gas samples heated to 1300 K. The advantagc- of the I'tud cell are (te-riti.d wi( h i.,
to that of the White cell for use in Fourier spectroscopy.

I. Introduction II. Cell Design

In the IR region, very few studies have been con- Long-term stability to maintain a stationary (opt iitl
ducted on the absorption spectroscopy of heated gases. output is a prime factor required for the absorpt ion cell,
Atmospheric molecules CO, and HO have been studied which is used with high-resolution Fourier spectrsc, ,p'.
up to 1000 K with relatively low spectral resolution.' An absorption cell operating at a high temperatur,
The information obtained by these early high temper- subjected to severe mechanical strain. Ottr pre,--re-t'.
ature measurements provided a valuable contribution, of the Pfund configuration" over the White cii(tii-, tri-
not only to the understanding of the hot-band transi- tion a is based on the required stabilitN. The V, hi
tions in specific but to the molecular physics of these configuration, which is designed to provide a flexih!,
molecules in general. Although the merit of these optical path by adjusting the mirror alignment. is In
studies has been well recognized. the difficulties in- herently unstable in a long-term operation. Thc mirrr
volved in the experiment provided little encouragement mounts are necessarily complicated to furnish a cert ia
for its vigorous pursuit. Prior to recent advances in the adjustable setting of the mirrors. They cause a signif-
IR spectrometric technique, the optical design required icant drift upon a slow accumulation (fdthe mechani, a!l
for the operation of the absorption cell at a high tem- strain. In the high temperature operation, a h,ild-tp
perature of -1000 K was rather difficult. To a large of the mechanical strain is more accentuated, as the
extent, this difficulty was solved with our newly con- structural temperature is raised from room temperatur.:'
structed cell. In this paper, we will describe our cell, to that desired for the operation. We found it almts ,

which performs very well for its intended use, i.e.. impossible to design a mirror mount that would mcei
high-resolution absorption spectroscopy of H 2 0 and our requirements. The Pfund configurati(on. shown in
CO2 at high gas temperatures. It was found satisfactoryv Fig. 1, is much less adaptable than the White configtt-
for producing the spectroscopic data taken at a gas ration in providing a flexible optical path. although it
temperature of 800 K with a 0.006-cm - I resolution. can provide some degree of flexibility. The optical
Our design approach, the testing conducted on various configuration allows no internal adjustment, and the
elements, and the spectroscopic data obtained with it number of passes must be adjusted by means oIf tb
will he reported. external optical scheme. Once the mirrors are properly

mounted in the cell, they are held at their position se
curely. A drift in the optical output results only it the
cell bodv deforms severely. Thus, stability is well fur
nished in the design. In addition, the stability tor

maintaining the stationary optical output is further
improved by our design. which is to separate the heating

The authors are with University of Massachusetts. Astronomy element from the absorption cell body. The cell
Research Fa ility, Amherst. Massachusetts ll1to:L struct ure is constructed separately and placed in the

Received 12 March 1980. furnace. The space between the furnace inner wall

15 July 1980 / Vol. 19, No 14, APPLIED OPTICS '24 i
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Fig. 1. High temnperature absoioncel

1840 1845 1850 1855

Fig.2. Spectrum of H2() taken in the 1840-18.5-cm- region with Qi).06-cm-'resiiIutiii (i orr H.20 pressure. and 600i-K Aempteawto
T'he figure show~s a short set tiionof the ent ire data taken in the 1600i- 2400 i-c -I regioin.

the cell body provides a thermal cushion. A heat flow noticed a slightly increased chemical reaction of this
betweeni them is smoothed out in this configuration, stainless steel to H20 and C092 at temlperatures >600) K.
eveni if' the control circuitry to the furnace for main- The gas pressure in the cell gradutally decreases at a slow
tamning the operating temperature undergoes on- off rate, httt it doies not significantly interfere with the
cycles rather frequently, measurements.

The cellI bod ' was constructed of'series:31it stainless T[he interferometric coitgurat ion used in Foiurier
steel IAISI rode), which has a surblimation temperature spectroscop% makes the spectronmetric efficiency very
of -16-50 C, well above our maximoir -perat i g tern - high comp~ared with the conventional coniguration.
perature. The material was selected because of its easy We, t herefore, can afford some loss in the optical
miachinabi lit - and desirable characteristic for welding. throughputotf the hot cell. The optics5in the final form
It. is reasonably stable at high temiperatutre: a low was ain f/14 beamn with a mirror separation distance of'
thermal expansio n coefficient ( 1.4 X 10- - cm- ('0 - I) I in. achieving a03.5- m path betweeni hot h entrance and
and an excellent atmnospheric resistanice toscaling. We exit ends. Temro t s aewstse o otc

2414 APPLIED OPTICS /Vol 19. No. 14 / 15 July 1980



stability with an Rh film coating as well as for a chemical The structure enables us to access the mirror for
reaction at high temperature operation. We chose clear alignment as well as for replacement purposes. The
synthetic fused silica after a series of tests conducted system has remained tight during the past 6 month, ot
on prepared samples of fused silica, Corning Glass operation.
Works premium grade Cervite C101 and General
Electric Ultra Low Expansion glass, in a small furnace
with temperatures cycling between ambient room
temperature and 1300 K. The fused silica and the 1ILE
sample fared well in the test, showing no appreciable III. Furnace
deterioration, while the Cervite did not. The main factor in the consideration to separate the-

The standard coatings for IR mirrors such as Al, Ag, absorption cell and the furnace has been described al
and Au are unusable at the operating temperature re- ready. Our design was certainly influenced by a well
quired for the measurements. A test was conducted on designed furnace readily available on the commercial
the effect of the temperature to the reflectivity of rho- market. It is manufactured by the Mellen Compan .
dium. The reflectivity of a 500-A thick Rh film de- Webster, New Hampshire. The heat output of thy-
posited on several pieces of polished silica was measured furnace is controlled by thermocouples placed in.,ide th,
in the 2-6-pm region prior to the heating test. After wall of the absorption cell. The (cell temperature i
heating them to 600 K for a period of 24 h, letting them controlled within ±2 K over the entire measuremen,
cool, and measuring their reflectivity under identical period. This arrangement is convenient in that the (el!
conditions as those prior to heating, we detected a de- can be easily accessed for replacement and,,or repair
terioration of-10% in reflectivity. The same procedure The positional stability of the overall structure i- wt
was followed for temperatures of 900 and 1300 K, and demonstrated in the data obtained.
the deterioration in reflectivity was found to be 30 and
70l, respectively. The Rh coating remained attached
to the substrate but became discolored at 1300 K. Al-
though this is considered far from an ideal situation, the
throughput of our system is more than adequate to IV. Results and Conclusions
make up for the loss. (The deterioration of the mirrors Since the absorption cell was completed, we have
with temperature would be disastrous for a multiple- been vigorously taking the spectroscopic data of heated
traversal operation.) Two of these mirrors have been gas. Figure 2 shows a part of the data taken with H2(
in use -6 months at 600 K, and we observed about a 10% pressure of 6Torrat6 K. It isashort portion of the
degradation in signal level, which occurred at the first entire spectrum that covered from 1600 to well over
use of the system. 2200 cm- 1 with a 0.006-cm - ' spectral resolution. Tt.e

The mirrors were mounted on a standard 3-point spectrometry achieved is judged by the quality fact,r
mirror holder with a ceramic fiber backing. The thin defined by Connes:
section of fiber gave the mirror just enough freedom of
movement to prevent cracking. Also, the continuous Q = s/) spectrum spectral coverage

filament ceramic fiber, brand AB-312 manufactured by resolution
the 3M Company, has good chemical resistance and The quality factor of the data shown in Fig. 2 is -lI-
dimensional stability at temperatures >1300 K. The interferogram measurement takes -10 h to cover

Most of the window crystals transparent in the IR the optical path difference of 80 cm.
region are not heat resistant. They are so fragile that
hard contact to a hot metal frame is unworkable. No This research was supported by AFOSR grant T7-
technique has been developed for providing a delicate 3702.
mount for these crystals onto the hot metal structure.
The only choice left to us is to mount the window crystal
on the lukewarm frame using an 0 ring or a gasket made
of pliant material. Our design places both end sections
of the cell outside the furnace. The windows are cooled References
either by natural convection heat loss or by forced 1. .J. H. Taylor, W. S. Benedict, and .t. Strng..t. (hem. Phys. 12, 8S4

coolant circulation. The window crystals are mounted (1952); Y. Ben Aryeh. ,I. Quant. Spectroxsc. fadiat. Transfer 7,2M1
to the cell body through a silicon 0 ring, forming a (1967); Shau-Yau Ho. tnfrared Phys. 14,:7 119741.
vacuum-tight seal. With the main section of cell being 2. H. Sakai, "High-|Restlving l'ower Fourier Speci r..-c.pi .
heated at 600 K, the window portion remains at -330 Spetrometric Tchriiqutcs I. (. \anase. Ed. Academic, Nts

K. The temperature distribution in the cell is quite York. 1977).

un iform with ±2 K over the entire length except in the :1. The Pfund configuration applied hor the high tvniperature ab
- 0cm to thw where t- sorption t'ell was descrihed in .1. IH Taylor. I )i.sertatitn-..jtnsprii it v of 10 ctthe. window werethe temper- Hopkins '.. ,altimn, ct ,2

aturt drops very rapidly. The cell is made of three 4. .1 V White..I Opt S,, Am 32., 29., 1ll
e0t iII a! -.. uwn in Fig I: Pth ends of a main central :, ( .III r.. ill &N- , 't ; 'it, rntt,,t..l ('I,,,z,-r,-n. .

-ucil i,,o are c,,nnev'ed th ri igh a gas-filled Inconel 0 ring ; .. ... .. .... A T Stair. and ). Baker
I a .hort e ecti on oti which the window is mounted. ';di.(AFt'Ill Y.l, l l I,, r I I'rl I. 121

15 JulY 1980 Vol 1? No 14 APPLIED OPTICS '415



I,' C_2

The importance of CO. as an atmospheric molecule makes the obtaining

of high preci sion band parameters for a great number of bands a significant

contribution to both theoretical and experimental studies of our atmosphere.

Very accurate parameters on the (00001-00011)* band of 12C1602 have been
i2

obtained by Pine and Guelachvili. Their measurement was accomplished by

combining two spectra, a room temperature Fourier transform spectrum and a

high temperature tunable laser spectrum. There have been numerous measure-

ments of other bands of C02, but they were made either with lower resolution

spectrometers, or near room temperature where fewer rotational lines were

2,3
excited, resulting in a less accurate determination of band parameters.

In this work a high resolution Michelson interferometer was coupled with a

high temperature absorption cell heated to 800 0K to obtain a high resolution

(0.007 cm ), high temperature spectrum of CO2 in the 4 .3 micron region.

The energy of a linear molecule in a given vibrational-rotational state

ORII be represented by

E(v,J) = G(v) + B[J(J+l)] - D(v)[J(J+)1 2 + H(v)[J(J+l)]3

where v is the quantum number associated with vibrational energy, J is the

quantumi number associated with total angular momentum of the molecule, and

(v), B), D(\,), and H(v) are the band parameters. The infrared spectrum

corresronds to the transitions between different vibrational-rotational

states.

The advantatu s of taking the measurements at an elevated temperature

are' twofold. First, at the higher temperature more rotational lines are

there are thrc, f',.Lndamental modes of vibration, vl, v". and v,.

A~ :\', :<' d wit .h the bendin,-, mode, v , is the anju"1] anr momentum . The

notil ion urt d is V ,v r where r is I he ranking index for a Fermi
I. 3

reson tin,- group.

12



excited, making it possible to obtain higher precision in the determinat ,.n

of the spectroscopic constants G(v), 13(v), 1(v), and H(v). Secondly, the

higher temperature results in higher vibrational energy levels being excited,

making more of the so-called "hot bands" visible.

We used a PDP-Se mini-computer to control the interferometer and to

sample the interferogram. The data was taken via magnetic tape to be

analyzed using the CDC 6600 computer at the University of Massachusetts iil

Amherst. The data was first Fourier transformed, the various lines

identified, and finally a least-square-fit technique was used to generate

new va-D-es for the band parameters. Each band was fit independently of the

other bands.

Spectra cbtained using high resolution Fourier transform spectrometers

have an excellent frequency stability over a wide spectral range. There is,

however, a small systematic frequency shift introduced into the spectra due

to !'inite detector size. In principle, this correction can be calculated

from the geometry of the interferometer apertures and detectors, but in

pract. i it is usually easier to use an internal frequency standard. ,i nr1

d 1e ' were present in our experimental spectrum. Guelachvili has

meisurd tihe position of these CO lines with an accuracy of 0.00008 cm "

W. used These line positions as an internal frequency standard. After thi,

systematic error was removed from our spectra, the standard deviation of

the fit between our data and Guelachvili's, on well isolated lines, was

about. O.O000 cm

One disadvantage of taking spectral measurements at high temperatures

iH the difficulty of constructing a high temperature absorption cell that

!al y sfblh ,, and who:.te structural materials can withstand the

-, . Tie abc o-rpl ion '(,il lsid !in this= work has previously ho',rn

NU



6

described in more detail.

Another complication that arises in working with high temperature

spectra of CO, is the large number of lines present. Tens of overlapping,

bands, each consisting of hundreds of lines, result in an observed l:n,

density of over 20 lines/cm -

The identification was made in one of three ways, depending on hw

well the band had previously been measured. For well known bands tle

identification procedure was readily automated. The positio a!.] strf.ng-::

of each line was calculated, and then used to locate the line in th,

experimental spectrum with approximately the right strength that wa"

closest to the calculated position.

For other bands, the positions of lines for low J have been well

measured, but not for high J. In this case, the line positions were again

calculated and the experimental lines identified, starting at low J and

-!
moving up to higher J, until there were not any lines within about 0.02 cm

of the calculated line. The band was then refit and new constants obh Lined.

The process was iterated until no further extension to higher J was possible.

In some cases the band was so poorly known even at low J that the

identification could not be made by taking the experimental line cLose-, o

the calculated Line position. Another problem arose when certain ccnbrn-

tions o " merged lines made the exten,;ion from low , to hilcher J irpoc: 1h1e.

In these two cases, a Loomis-Wood diafram approtich hai been exl.reme)y

helpful in picking out the lines that, belong to one band in the i)resen('

of lines belonging to other bands. When the differnces between a

calculated line and all observed lines that are nearby are displayed

graphically, it is relatively easy to see the pattern created from a set

of lines which have band parameters similar to those 1sed to calculate

14 . .



the I ine c' ..

After c-h,, ii ,nt, f'ication of lines was determnined, each band was fit

throwiig oUt, only ttwo-, most severely merged lines. Lines for which the

differenoe srt,we,:r. Iice observed and ,alculated position was less than about
-1

0.005 cm were! kec. i. te fit. All ines used in the fit were weighted

equally. The bands ta t were fit are given in Table I, along with the

standard deviation, ine-ange of J values used, and the total number of

lines used in the fit. The resulting values obtained for G(v'), G(v"),

B(v'), D(v'), H(v'), 3(v), D(v"), and H(v") are tabulated in Table II.

Several constra4nts were used on the fits. The constants H(v') and

H(v") are given as (ero. For bands with 9 greater than or equal to two,

both the C and the D bands were fit together. For bands with P equal to

two, the parameters G(o'), 0(v"), B(v'), and B(v") were held common for both

bands, where the pi.r aieters D(v'), D(v"), H(v'), and H(v") were allowed to

be dissimtl-:r for he two bands. For. bsids with Q, greater than two, the C

and the D bands were fir entirely rogether, with no distinctions between the

two bands.

The difference between the band e'P-raneters determined by Guelachvili,

and the AFOL Li~e e' mpcns Ior, for the P branch of the 02201-02211 band of

1? 16
"C 0, have t-en crci'. "i t.o the hand parameters as shown in Figure 1.

Ouelahvi r- : Me y:ur.:! T rcm tempDerature measurements

(0.0001 ' ' ) f 1 ,11on )f u':; np to :iholt i, = 4t of this band.

0

from whi 4 h1 a ' Ltt,1d hand paramet- :. Fir Iow I less than ,0), tih

agreement with h i .h w,k 13 t (0 n!' , hill for hltih .1 1w differc.n' is

1.3 rge.

The lar,-. wi nv.c of vfe standtrd devi at Ins i yen in Table i[,

considl ', bLy rc ,*,'! ' t-,n the 0.0 00i cm -  for well i solant 'd lines mentioned

15



earlier, are caused by merging of lines. Most observed lines are mer-g,'e

to some degree. If lines causing merging belong to bands 1iat are not

correlated with the band being fit, th,, effect of the merged lines will b<

an increase in the random scatter of the fit. It is very rare to, hav be th

the position and the spacing between the lines of the band being fit and

lines in a merging band close enough that significant correlaticn eeurc:.

The strongest correlation between bands in the observed spectrum appearfv

Io be between C and D bands. For example, the 01101C-01lI]C and tne O!!C<I-

,1111D bands have spectroscopic constants just enough different that ev<mn

though they have the same band origin,R(105) of the C band is merged with

R(106) of the D band. At this point in the bands, the lifference betwe,n

the line spacing is only 0.005 cm 1  yet R(102) is not merged with B(]0L),

or R(107) is not merged with R(108). The smallness of the correlation

between bands supports the assumption that fitting partly merited lines iO s

valid.

To further insure that the identification and fittin7 rroedsire w,.'.'

valid, a synthetic spectrum was calculated and compared to the obs;erved

spectrum. The band parameters listed in Table II and the band intensitiee

given in reference 9 were used to create the synthetic spectrumr,. Ban(*s

that resulted in hipher absorption in the synthetic than in the obsevve.d

spectrum were either refit or thrown out entirely.

16
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Table I

The CO2 bands studied in the present work.

Band Center Range of

Transition Isotope (cm-I) Measurcmert

0 (' 1 0 0 0 01. 26 2'349.1430 '1'20 R.l
S1 1 1 1 C 0 1.1 0 1 C 62" 2336..30 FC7..lO'

o i. i [[l 0 (1 0 1 T 6 2336.t330 [ZO- 14
:). R, "1.~1 0 0 1 .2 0 3 . r 9 4io2.R2

2 219 1 c) 1j 2 2 0 5 - R26 2:23 1. 9 II4
0 22 [. I.J 0 22 01!) o 23'24,.1410 riOS.-R1

1 0 0 J:!1 .1 0 0 0 1 66 2326 , 5980 I 0 4 -R 0-
1 1 1 .2 C 6 1 1 02 1. 2315 2.350 P6'"-R63

1 11 1 .? 1 :1 0 2 1 626 7315.2.340 PO6.R8
03 3 1 :1 0 . 3 0 1 626 23:11..660 FO-R92

.111 1 C 1. 11 0 1 C 626 2313-7720 PO9--R7
111.1 1 1 0 1 D 626 2313,7720 P88 .88
2 0 1 2 0 0 0 3 o,26 2305,2570 P80 R..76

1 2212 2 2 0 2 6(6 2302,9580 P68.R62.
1 2 2123 122 0 2 3 62' "302. 9580 F67-R6 7

0 4 4 1 1 0 4 4 0 1 2299,2140 P82--p33
2 0 0 1 2 2 0 0 0 2 626 2306 6900 P86- -R6
1 2 .1 1 2 2 0 1 C 2301 .0530 P86- R8
1 2 22 1 1 2 0 1 0 '14 2301 0530 P83-83

010 2 1 0 11 '2 2324'1830 PS3-RO
2 "(.', .i 1 C, 0 0 1 26 '"02.'30 P82-R78

70 00 () 0 1 A -036 2 '83 4370 P82.R

0 1 1 . 19 C 1 I 0 1.9 66.... ?21<.70 P71..6
0 . 1 0 1 0 1. J 3.. 2201.7610 F74.R58
1 0 0 1 2 6 0 0 0 2 .3o 2 7 -71. .Q 0-'

0 2 2 I . C 0 ' ' 0 1 C .:.362 0 " .'S .05r20" 1"5 -FR ,.
0 2 2 I i. " Ti 0o r 6"6 w260,05o P5 R

2 .1 0 12 1* 626 42Z. 1 PTIR75:I10 11 1 0 1. j"' F' F-2
2 11. C C1.. ""17)c) Ilu

.tFI53I 1I3T F"' "'9110
2 .:t 1 3 P I 1 0 7 D 92 129 ... ,0 0P7 4

0 . .1 1 I 'I 1 :. 1 0 1 1 : 6 311 700 P93 r'"O
1. :. 2 :1. D 0 :!. 1 1. 1 D 26 2. 1 .00 P0. - R--9

.1 0 C "2 0 0 1 2 626 23023690 r69, ,,O 2 2 " 1 D 2 611 C'"9, -nr..0 P75 n F(7

22 2 2" 3 0 9 '2 1 1 3 626 "290°2",0 97- RO
0'35t 5 5 0 1 ,6'"286 7'"70 P/666

1. 3 3.1 1 3 3 0 1 w6 ?C8 0 rP' 565 R 3
331 2 13' DC 5 > 66 l29'l P',3 F
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The infrared absorption of H0 0 is one of' the most intensively measurei

spectroscopic data. Since the infrared spectromet.t:rs capable of a st,<trn7

-i
resolution exceeding 0.1 cm were developed in the 1950's, the H sre.. -

throughout the entire infrared range were measured with a majority of thi-

lines resolved. Both study efforts, experimental and theoretical, were

progressed in parallel with development of the high-resolution infrared

spectroscopy. A principal object of the experimental effort was to make a

high orecision measurement of the transition frequencies, the strengths anrd

the widths, while that of the theoretical effort was to furnish the proper

assignment for the observed transitions, as well as the calculated values

for the transition parameters in a good agreement with the observed data.

By the early 1970's the experimental data were accumulated in a sufficient

quantity so that the global compilation of the H20 line data throughout the

infrared spectral region became possible. In 1973, the group headed by

the late William S. Benedict accomplished the monumental compilation of the

Ho2 line data which was a major achievement included in the AFGL atmospheric

.line listing. With these line data, for the first time in fifty years of

infrared opectroscopy, we had access to a global knowledge of the infrared

H-0 transitions. Since the early 1970's, infrared spectrometry went thriugh

another revolutionary advance. The spectral resolution achieved in the data

measurement was improved by one to two orders of a magnitude. The data

measurement became very efficient; a high quality spectrum which contains

10' 10 spectral elements was obtain,:d in a routine measurement of

several hours duration. The position of the transition lines became known

-l
to an a c oacy within +.001 cm Both the advance in spectr-ometric

tr hn :nran( ., xten!i,,ve corn piati i of the speetr, so-,pio line ata n
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turn provided a strong incentive for re-examination of the AFGL H 20 line

data compilation. The consequent improvement in the current AFOL compilati-r

was based on a series of theoretical works carried out by Flaud and Camy-

Peyrot. The listed position of the H,)0 transitions observable at room

-1
temperature gained an accuracy figure better than +0.01 cm

The transitions observable at room temperature are those which have a
-I

lower state energy below 2000 cm The transitions which rtart from . he

initial lower state of a higher vibrational-rotational energy are weak at

room temperature, because the lower state is insufficiently porllated, .'iy

.ecome observable as the lower state population is increased by means of

thermal excitation. They are commonly called the "hot band" lines because

their absorption increases with rising gas temperature. The list of the

H2 0 energy levels compiled in the work of Flaud and Camy-Peyrot provides an

insufficient coverage for the study of the hot band lines. Tn the past, a

majority of the H 20 spectral study was conducted on the absorption data

taken at room temperature. A very few studies were made or, the high
3 -iemperature absorption data. 3 In 1600 % 2000 cm , no, studies were carried

,ut on the higih temperature H,0 absorption. The present experimental !, tuly

was intended to remove this deficiency and to fill the need for inwrovemt

)f the hc,-band line data in this spectral region by measurin, the ibs ,rrt, a,

spectrum of H.0 at elevated temperature.

Experimental

The experimental arrangement for the present study was already described

elsewhere. The following description summarizer the information pertinent to

the present study. The spectrometer used for the data measurement was a cat's

e type 7-ichelson interferometer designed to measure the interferogram data



using the step-and-integrate scanning mode. The data were :ain.',.! wlton

multiple of an interference ftinge distance by the s mnrie mod-, cw H(-Ne laser

line at 6329.9A in vacuum. The interferometer was oT,.rated in varulm.. I',

la,,er 1 in(, was stab Ii ,ed by the Lamb dip at, the o.rt. ,f the ! laer

traiisition. T lhe spectral data was expected to I'xhl.it t, downward fremuo-cy

-I. -1
shift by 0.0020 cm in 2000 cm region because of a finite aperture si:'

6
of the detector used. The parasitic CO lines observable in the data wer'e

used as the internal standard for the wavenumber calibration. .he neas--

positions of the CO lines were .00206 cm- in average lower than the vat.'
7

published by Goelachvili. All of our measured wavenumber figures were

accordingly adjusted to include the constant shift of -. 00,2 06 c, -he

spectral resolution of the data was .0060 cm-

The high temperature absorption cell was connected to the interferometer

optics placerd in vacuum via a short air space of approximately .2, cm, which

was the only path exposed to the ambient environment. The rest of the

optical path connecting the source to the interferomet r via the' absorption

Sel2 was keot il q or,-ssure below I t 'r. The 11_n pressure in the absorrt,io

cell was measured by the Baratron nressure gauge.

Absorptanre Sectra

'The observed dta for our study contained a i0O transmittance-level

rat__er non-untforrly varied as a function of the w-Avenober. The variation

resulted from several factors, the change in the rpectral sensitivity of the

Jetector, the spectral transmission characteristics of the bandpass filter,

an :o f'orth. The most troublesome background level modulation wa.f caused

by *no lriterference of the various optical surfaces through whi ch the inf'ra-

r-, I 1. in was transmitted. The H P 0 absorptance was determined agai :"

rm)-iin form 1005 tzannami:;ni on level . Vrlrn os comnut-It-i u len; 1':: or
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employed to determine the 100% transmittance level in hope for r dueinj

any speculative aspect to a minimum level. In the end, there r2till e-xisted

some degree of speculation in determination of the absorrotance, nessibj v

amounting to 5% in average.

Data Analysis

The absorptance spectra thus determined were at first analyzed fer t>!.-

transition frequencies. Since the data points were spaced at a finite

resolution interval given by an inverse of twice the maximum optical 5.±1

difference, smooth contour generated by interpolating these data points w s

used for the data analysis. The line centers were determined using t!e

first and the second derivative calculated from the interpolated spectral

data. The uncertainty in the line center frequency was affected by the

noise in the data as well as by the blending of the neighboring lines. The

uncertainty figure was larger for the lines which were strongly saturated

at the center, even for the case where they were well isolated from their

noigibhors. The over-all uncertainty figure in the measured transitIon

freliprcny was a vall o close to the smallest interval used in the int. erulate:

'm No s[ ecial effort was taken to improve the uncertainty

"', :r. ' o J tni I m t

o cont our of the molecul-ar I ransition in the- onbsorv,

srtra Is -xnressed in a good approximation by a convolution in, egral c,

the true 9bsorption contour and the impulse responso of the ins, rcnent.,

eommnvnly called the instrument function. For the spectrum, obtaIned by

usi r~the technique of Fourier spectroscopy, it is more ccnveniertly

,,.xpr ed in a form of the interfercr am, defined in the optical Toath

11t"'-'rence scale x, rather than in a form of the spectrum, delinel in the

wv' nb.,:-'r scale (I. The bsrve(: contour A'( l) and the tree onloiir A(,) a

2 4



related by

fA'(o) ei2x do = {A(o) e dcl T(x), (

where T(x) is a multiplicative function of a finite extension whJ'it

caused by the inte-ferogram data coverafge limited to the maximum -nti .al

path difference X. The function T(x) takes a special shape depr-ndent on

the type of the apodization applied to the spectral data. For our car.,

is a triangular function tapered to zero at the maximum path differm- ;

T(x) = 1- 1Xf

and = 0 if jxi > X.

The true absorptance contour of a well-isolated molecular transition

line is expressed by

A(o) = 1 - exp [-k(o)]

where the function k(o) is called the absorption coefficient defined by the

transition strength S per a single molecule in a form

fk(o) do = SN. (h

In this formulation we assume that the absorption is caused by a uniform

column of N total molecules per a unit cross-sectional area. If the thermal

eqnilibr-*um exists along the absorption path, the strength S is written J,, a

well known formula:
hv

87v R,2 (, kT ' -E"/kT

3he g

where v is the transition frequency in Hz, R is the transition moment,

the 3tatistical weight of the lower state, and E" is the lower stat ,nen.-".

The absorotion coefficient k(o) takes various shapes subject to lhe linc

p r ' 'f]lo. If we can assumie that the collisions fr'om the neichborinc

mloc"ls dominate the broadening process of the transition line, w ,nn

express the absorption coefficient by the Lorentzian profile:
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k(o) SOL
T[(C-C ) + 2]0

where a is the width and a is the center frequency of' line.0

The observed spectrum for most cases contains the lines overlapped by

their neighbors. The absorptance contour for the overlapped lines is g:,>n

by
N

A(o) = 1 - exp - [Z k (0)],

n=l

where the absorption consists of N lines, and k (a) is the absorpticrn
n

,-oefficient for the n-th line. The data which we deal with in t.,e analysis.

contain the situations from one extreme to another, i.e., from the case for

well isolated lines to the one containing many overlapping lines. Our

objective in the spectral analysis is to determine the line parameters of

each transition, the transition frequency a , the strength S and the width ,.

The following discussion covers a technique used for extraction of these

parameters when the data to be analyzed contain the line overlappinF.

The first step in the analysis was to separate the data into groups of

lines which were sufficiently isolated from others, and then the secona

step was to apply the curve fitting technique based on the least-squart-

method. The first process was necessary because the data contained a

v:irable d eree ot line overlapping. The groups were separate: b -t

tien!:ero -.hsorptanoe interval from their nei jhbor,:; a t thri" both

Files. With the line center frequency determined as described abeve, tie

rerar:ing two variables for each component line, the strength and the

wilth, were determined under the assumption that the line profile was

Lorentzian. A spnectral pattern theoretically constructed using the

Lcrentzian profile with assumed parameters was compared with the observed

data. The square error between them was calculated and then it was



minimized by adjusting the two variables, the .ntrenwth -in the 1 I c

each component line. The sequence, which was the non-linear least-srqiare-

curve fitting orocess, was repeated to -educe the square error to a

nt:at ionary value which was expected for a noise level of the obse-rved iar .

After the error figure converged to a stationary value, the integrated

absorptance W,

W = fA(G) do,

was calculated for each line contained in the group using the strenrtl an:

the width thus established. The standard method of obtaining the i. eg' .

abscrutance by numerically integrating the observed absorptance for eac:.

line was not applicable to our data reduction, because the data conta~reu

a considerable overlapping of the lines.

The Lorentzian profile assumption used in our data analysis was in

princinle improper. The H2 0 pressure was taken always very low in our data

measurement for reduction of the line overlapping to a minimum level. The

expeot (d e.llision width was much smaller than the Doppler width under -s-u(-h

a .cdc -oI. We adopted the Lorentzian absorption because of the fnllowii"'.-

reson. ror weak lines a question of the line width did not matter

because the integrated absorptance W and the strength held a linear

rell tI onsnip independent of the width. For strongly saturated lines,

the observable absorptance contour was the wing section which was

Lorenot an. The central peak region of such lines was completely saturated.

The interrated absorptance W was controlled by the wing section and thus by

he Lor-,tn -Ian profile. The line profile in thie center peak region

pro I .1 rI very Imr Il ef fect in determination of the integrated absorptnce.

!ii , ho rtit i profile assum t, i wa.; a practical choice !'(,r ext ra-tion

iem, rtted nblorptoce even t.iou ,h it. was theoreticlly i tvroper

-he ntegratei ,tb.;,orptanoe w,' o 1,. erni nd, it w-t:- u,,'- 'o .orive lho
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final strength value. For th li- orentzi an I i i, w1,7 (r1 wt-,;.r r'' ai~

at the center, a strong interdepeidteict- cxi i~ rip bet w-*- the :r~~-n

the width a made the ir separate del qrr.nat ie. V,,!,i ir'.: 1-

integrated absorptanct and th- rtbs utrx!. 'cI

was the :),-Iy mnean irier fu parame t er w,. :.

even when a rise Ileve.1 i thi- 1%,a war xit~ni ~V "i.~

thcreft- -all1y ae dva a'fc inde vatr 2. .' rn

integrated aborowcince. the width was extrarpolated at. ROO 0 K ),.-

~aI, i' -it ed I-,. 2 ~~- lic-irnI a simple impact t heer.:

= ~ T

e 11' .0 ta pres;ent stuu., e stnlnari2 '.Va

The :1 li1Stei tablo -ce ' he line frequency in em , h'_~:'~

i 'f imn.1 -io At).1erve'li n.taTedatr

an nbservatior '21 ,.1

li- w 1

,,(served at 'he 11,0 column iensitv 2 .17 x 11 u n~e' ilen c<. rCc

a a);'rPt ion u~at'h at, 800')K, the abscrl)i :m' 'cru Iocrivo-i f '9ae in yr i:2

tesynt.h-tic spectrum calculated,21 the raramueters detern,:n it) nc- n

tnalysis, and the spectr"- synthes!7.ed usirtt- the paramoters given?, in the

laetAFGL line listing. The data hate(d in Ta,)ble- I contain t11c(sfe line:,



newly identified in the present study, which are the high J lines of the

(v 2-0) and the (2v 2-v 2 ) transitions. We were able to follow the v2

transitions up to the (241,24-230,2 3 )-(240,24-231,2 3 ) doublet, and the

(2v2 -v 2 ) transition up to the (201,20-190,19 )-(200,20-191,19) doublet. The

highest excitation energy observed at 800 0K in our data exceeded 5000 cm.

Table II summarizes those lines which were either newly assigned or quite

different from the latest AFGL line listing.

One thing noticed as peculiar in the present study was that the strongly

saturated lines had a central peak much narrower than that theoretically

constructed. The pronounced wing absorption was found to produce no

matching to a sharp central peak. The synthetic spectrum shown in the

third row of Figure 1 was generated by the Lorentzian line profile which

had the narrowest central peak of the other profiles, the Gaussian and the

Voigt. For an example, the doublet (11 0,i-i01,0 ) and (11 ,I-i00,10 ) of

the v2 band exhibited two sharp peaks, one at 1801.3260 and another at

1801.3621, clearly separated in the observed data. The synthetic sPectrum,

the third trace of Figure 1, failed to show a corresponding central structure.

The observed data indicated that the central region was far narrower than the

peak structure which could have been theoretically constructed for the

observed wing region. No explanations were found to this observation.
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Figure 1

Atlas of H 20 absorption spectrum between 1600 ' 2000 cm-I taken at

the gas temperature = 8000 K, the absorption path = 350 cm, the H20

pressure = 6.0 torr (no other gases added), and the spectral

resolution = 0.0060 cm- . The top trace is the raw data. The

second is the absorptance data determined from the raw data. The

third is the absorptance spectrum synthesized from the line

parameters determined in the present work. The bottom trace is

the absorptance spectrum synthesized for the same condition using

the line parameters of the current AFGL listing (1980 version).
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Table I

H 20 line data between 1600 cm-1 and 2000 cm-

The listings are:

-I
the transition frequency in cm

the absorption strength in cm- /molecule cm- 2 at 8000 K

the integrated absorptance in cm for the H 0 column density 2.iT x 1.0
2

2molecules/cm at 800 0K

-1
the lower state energy in cm

the transition assignment in (J', KA', KC'), (J", KA", KC"), (' ' v 2'

v 3 ), and (vl", V2 , v3
1')

the internal code

the isotope code

the molecule identification code

the integrated absorptance, and

the wavenumber differ-nce between the measured and the one listed in

the AFGL listing.
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Table II

Newly identified lines of' the (010-000) and (020-010) bands.

Transition Position

(010-000) band

2121 - 20 021,21 - 020 1949.9147 cm-

0,21 1,20

221 22 - 210 21 1963.4065

220,22 - 211,21

231,23 - 220,22 1976.722323197-222
230,23 - 221,22

241 24 - 230 23 1989.9184

240,24 - 231,23

(020-010) band

121,12 - 110,11 1780.9916

120,12 - 11,11 1780.9407

131,12 - 122,11 1849.5795

131,13 - 120,12 1797.0532

13 - 12112 1797.0276

141,13 - 132,12 1868.0298

141,14 - 130,13 1812.8915 blended

140,14 - 131,13 1812.8915

15 - 14 1931.9649
3,13 2,12

152,13 - 143,12 1928.6794

152j4 - 141,13 1888.0332

15114 - 142,13 1887.7405
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Lrt~~~Co ... - il(cvnued)

!tra ns iti on 'os i t iorn

1 15]5]15 - 14 ,. t.828.5181 m
i49 t188.5127

5o, 1 5 , !!

113,114 - S 15:, 395] .2711

1615 -5,1 4  1906.3849

,- 2,14 1906.234

16, 6 - 1 5 0 , 1 5  
L ), ,.9 477

16 - 15

0,16 ... 1,15

17 ,7 1 j61,17 1,m6 1859.2010

17o0,17 - 16116

1,18 - 17,17 1874.33-32

L9 18
-, 9 0,18 889.3063

1,19 1,18

2 C) ()

I20 - 0,]9 ]904.2398
0,20 - 191,19
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